Interactive free viewpoint video applications endow users with the ability to choose and display any virtual viewpoint of a 3D scene that is originally represented by images captured by an array of N cameras. Specifically, a virtual image of viewpoint $u$ can be synthesized at decoder via depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) [1] using texture and depth maps of left and right reference views $v_L$ and $v_R$, where $v_L \leq u \leq v_R$. Many practical challenges in interactive free viewpoint systems have already been addressed in works such as [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9], which propose novel coding and/or streaming strategies at the server to optimize the tradeoff between transmission rate and visual distortion, while providing the promised viewpoint-navigation ability at the client. As an example, in order to deal with network delay, the system in [3] transmits a subset of camera views enabling synthesis of a window $W$ of possible virtual views (with the window size proportional to the round trip time (RTT) between server and client), so that the client can freely navigate in the 3D scene. The interactive free viewpoint applications, however, rely on a system that is capable of delivering proper reference views to each client in real-time in order to enable free navigation, even if network resources are limited.

In this paper, we argue that, in the case where the available bandwidth is too small for the server to transmit all camera views conventionally used to synthesize virtual views in the navigation window, there exists a better strategy than simply transmitting a subset from $N$ available camera views as reference for client-side view synthesis. Instead, one can re-sample the viewpoints of the 3D scene and synthesize intermediate virtual views as new references to be transmitted to the decoder, so that the synthesized view distortion within the navigation window is further minimized. In particular, we consider a distributed proxy architecture, where an interactive free viewpoint service is provided by a network of proxies at the edges of the core network, as shown in Fig. 1. A distant server has pre-encoded and currently stores a free viewpoint video in $N$ camera viewpoints $V = \{1, \ldots, N\}$. The feasible range $U = \{1, 1 + \delta, \ldots, N\}$ of synthesized virtual views $u = k \delta$ for navigation is between leftmost and rightmost camera views 1 and $N$, where $k$ is a positive integer and $\delta$ is a pre-determined fraction that describes the minimum view spacing between neighboring virtual views.

When a client initiates an interactive streaming session, the requested $N$-view video is first pre-fetched (if not locally cached) to a proxy that directly serves the clients. In general, service personalization at proxies instead of server means a smaller RTT and hence a smaller navigation window $W$. With a RTT of $T$ seconds between the proxy and the client, and a maximum speed $\rho$ at which a user can navigate to neighboring virtual views, one can compute a navigation window $W(u) = [u - \rho T, u + \rho T]$, given that the user has selected
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\* Proxy-based service also means computation load at the centralized server is greatly relieved.
virtual view \( u \) at some time \( t_0 \). By transmitting reference views for synthesis of virtual views in \( W(u) \) at time \( t_0 + T/2 \), the client can experience zero-delay view navigation at time \( t_0 + T \) (see [3] for details). However, there often exists a bottleneck link between proxy and client\(^2\), such that the proxy is unable to continuously transmit \( N \) camera views to the client. Hence, each proxy must select or construct \( M < N \) reference views for transmission to the client depending on its interaction with the system.

We study the problem of selecting the optimal \( M \) reference views—one that leads to the minimum distortion for all synthesized virtual views in window \( W(u) \) subject to a bandwidth constraint—for the proxy to transmit. We formulate a combinatorial optimization problem to find this best set of \( M \) reference views, and subsequently show that it is unfortunately NP-hard. However, with help of a new equivalent view distance model—where synthesized view distortion using a distorted reference view is approximately the same as the synthesized distortion using an undistorted but further-away reference view—we can reformulate a simplified problem that becomes solvable optimally in polynomial time, using a computation-efficient dynamic programming (DP) algorithm. We test our algorithm in experiments where proxy-based virtual view synthesis outperforms simple proxy-based camera view forwarding by up to 0.73dB in PSNR. This confirms the importance of proper reference view selection in free viewpoint applications along with the benefit of in-network processing for interactive video systems.

The outline of the paper is as follows. We first provide an illustration of the reference view re-sampling problem and formalize the problem in Section 2. In Section 3, we derive our novel view re-sampling DP algorithm that is based on a new equivalent view distance model. Finally, experimental results and conclusion are provided in Section 4 and 5, respectively.

2. SYNTHETIC VIEW SELECTION PROBLEM

2.1. Illustrative example

As a simple illustration of our reference view selection problem, we consider that the server in Fig. 1 stores three coded camera views: \{1, 2, 3\} and that the bottleneck links between proxy-client pairs can support transmission of only two views. We assume that a virtual view can have a non-integer index \( i.e. \), which corresponds to a position between camera views \( i \) and \( i + 1 \). If client 1 requests navigation window \([2,4,8]\), the servicing proxy can simply forward the closest camera views 2 and 3. However, if client 2 requests navigation window \([1,8,2]\), transmitting camera views 1 and 3 results in large synthesized view distortions due to the large distance between reference and virtual views (called reference view distance in the sequel). Instead, the proxy can synthesize virtual views 1.8 and 2.2 using camera views 1, 2, 3 and send them to the client 2 as new reference views for the virtual view window \([1,8,2]\). Because of the smaller reference view distance, this novel strategy may result in smaller synthesized view distortion. However, the virtual view synthesis process introduces distortion into the new reference views 1.8 and 2.2. This has to be carefully considered when choosing which views to synthesize at the proxy.

2.2. Synthesized View Distortion

Since our goal is to minimize distortion of virtual views within a defined window \( W \), we first sought to properly characterize the synthesized view distortion function. We first assume that the received

\[ N \text{ camera views } v \text{ from server at the proxy are distorted due to compression, which can be simply evaluated as } d(v) \text{. Further, a synthesized view } u \text{ is distorted due to pixel rounding and disocclusion hole filling procedures [10, 11] during DIBR-based view synthesis [1] at proxies or clients. Specifically, we assume that the rendered image distortion } D_u(v_L, v_R, d(v_L), d(v_R)) \text{ of virtual view } u \in U \text{ synthesized using left and right reference views } v_L \text{ and } v_R \text{, with respective distortion } d(v_L) \text{ and } d(v_R) \text{, depends on two factors: i) reference view distances } |v_L - u| \text{ and } |v_R - u|, \text{ and ii) distortions of the reference views } d(v_L) \text{ and } d(v_R) \text{. Note that for } v_L \text{ and } v_R \text{ to be valid left and right reference views for synthesis of virtual view } u, \text{ we require } v_L \leq u \leq v_R. \]

In particular, we assume that the distortion \( D_u(\cdot) \) has the property of monotonicity in reference view distance, as done in [12]:

\[
\begin{align*}
D_u(v_L, v_R, d_L, d_R) &\leq D_u(v_L', v_R', d_L', d_R'), \quad v_R \leq v_R' \\
D_u(v_L, v_R, d_L, d_R) &\leq D_u(v_L', v_R, d_L', d_R'), \quad v_L \leq v_L' \\
\end{align*}
\]

(1) states that, if the right (left) reference view moves further away from the virtual view \( u \) (and all other parameters are the same), then the synthesized view distortion cannot decrease. We can similarly define the property of monotonicity in reference view distortion: if the distortion in the right (left) reference view is larger, then the synthesized view distortion cannot be smaller.

2.3. Problem Formulation

We now formulate our view re-sampling problem to choose \( M \) optimal reference views. Among the possible views in the feasible range \( U \), a proxy selects the “optimal” subset \( T \subseteq U \) for a client with virtual view window \( W = [u_L', u_H'] \), such that the bandwidth requirement is observed, i.e., \(|T| \leq M\). By optimal, we mean a subset \( T \) that minimizes the distortion \( D(T) \) experienced over all virtual views in \( W \):

\[
D_W(T) = \min_{u \in W} \min_{v_L, v_R \in T} \left[ D_u(v_L, v_R, d(v_L), d(v_R)) \right]
\]

(2) where, for each virtual view \( u \), the best pair of reference views in \( T \) that minimize synthesized distortion are selected. The parameter \( d(v) \) is the compression distortion if \( v \) is a camera view; \( d(v) \) is the distortion of a synthesized view if \( v \) is itself a virtual view synthesized at the proxy using camera views \( V \):

\[
d(v) = \min_{v_L, v_R \in V} \left[ D_v(v_L, v_R, d(v_L), d(v_R)) \right]
\]

(3)

Hence the best pair for virtual view \( u \) might not always be the reference views that are the closest to \( u \), since the reference views themselves might be distorted from view synthesis. Finally, the reference view selection problem can be formalized as a combinatorial optimization problem:

\[
\min_{\substack{T \subseteq U \ \text{s.t.} \ |T| \leq M}} D_W(T)
\]

(4)

2.4. NP-Hardness of Optimization Problem

The optimization problem (4) is unfortunately a NP-hard problem, as it can be proved via a reduction from the well-known NP-hard problem set cover (SC) [13]. In SC, there is a universe \( S \) of items \( s \), and a collection \( C \) of sets \( c \), each covering a subset of items. The SC problem is to select a subset \( C' \subseteq C \) of size no larger than \( K \), so that each item \( s \in S \) is covered by at least one set \( c \in C' \).
We briefly outline how our problem (4) includes SC as a special case, one where only compression-distorted camera views \( V \) are selected as references. We map each item \( s \) to a virtual view \( u \) in navigation window \( W \). There is only one camera view \( v \in V \) to the left of \( W \) that must be selected as left reference. We map each set \( c \) to a camera view \( v \in V \) to the right of \( W \), and add a default right camera view \( v' \). Serving as right reference, each camera view \( v \) can reduce the synthesized distortion by 1 (over default \( v' \)) for the virtual view \( u \) if its corresponding item \( s \) is covered in the set \( c \) corresponding to \( v \), and by 0 otherwise. If by selecting \( K \) right reference views the total distortion can be reduced by \( |S'| \) over default \( v' \), then the selected views \( v \) corresponding to the desired sets \( c \) in SC.

3. SYNTHETIC VIEW SELECTION ALGORITHM

3.1. Reference View Equivalence

As the original problem (4) is NP-hard, we introduce an additional assumption called reference view equivalence on the synthesized view distortion function. It leads to a simplified problem—one that is optimally solvable in polynomial time. Specifically, we say that the synthesized view distortion \( D_u() \), as function of left and right reference views \( v_L \) and \( v_R \) and reference view distortions \( d(v_L) \) and \( d(v_R) \), has the reference view equivalence property if it can be written in the following form:

\[
D_u(v_L, v_R, d(v_L), d(v_R)) = D_u(e_L(v_L), e_R(v_R), 0, 0) \quad \text{def} = D_u^0(e_L(v_L), e_R(v_R))
\]

where \( e_L(v_L) < v_L \) and \( v_R < e_R(v_R) \). In words, the adverse effect of reference view distortions \( d(v_L) \) and \( d(v_R) \) on synthesized view quality is equivalent to an increase in reference view distances by \( |e_L(v_L) - v_L| \) and \( |v_R - e_R(v_R)| \), respectively. As an illustration, when synthesizing virtual views \( u \in W = [u_L^0, u_R^0] \), in Fig. 2 the view \( v \) is replaced by \( e_L(v) \) or \( e_R(v) \) when used as left or right reference, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, we denote by \( D_u^0() \) the synthesized view distortion \( D_u() \) when reference views contain no distortion.

In practice, the empirical synthesized view distortion may not satisfy this property exactly. We thus approximate the equivalent reference view distances \( e_L(v) \) and \( e_R(v) \) for \( v \) as the values that minimize the square error over the portions of the navigation window \( W = [u_L^0, u_R^0] \) when \( v \) can be used as left and right references:

\[
e_L(v) = \arg \min_{e_{<v}} \sum_{u=v_{L}'}^{v_{L}''} \left( D_u(v_{L}''', v, 0, d(v)) - D_u^0(v_{L}''', e) \right)^2
\]

\[
e_R(v) = \arg \min_{e_{<v}} \sum_{u=v_{R}'}^{v_{R}''} \left( D_u(v, v_{R}''', d(v), 0) - D_u^0(e, v_{R}''') \right)^2
\]

where \( v_{L}' \) and \( v_{R}' \) are the nearest camera views to the left and right of \( W \).

3.2. Optimization Algorithm

Under the assumption of reference view equivalence, we can now derive our optimal reference view selection algorithm through a series of lemmas. Without loss of generality, an optimal solution \( T^* \) to (4) results in a partitioning of window \( W = [u_L^0, u_R^0] \) into a sequence of virtual view segments \( s = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots\} \), where virtual views \( u \) within each \( k \)-th segment \( s_k = [u_k^L, u_k^R] \) use the same left and right reference views, \( v_L(k) \) and \( v_R(k) \), in \( T^* \), for view synthesis. The first lemma shows that if \( v_R(k) \) is not the same as \( v_R(k+1) \), then the optimality of \( s_k \) implies that setting \( v_R(k) \) at the segment boundary \( u_k^R - \delta \) is optimal:

Lemma 1 For consecutive segments \( s_k^R \) and \( s_{k+1}^R \), if right reference view of \( s_k^R \) is different from that of \( s_{k+1}^R \), i.e., \( v_R(k) \neq v_R(k+1) \), then \( v_R(k) = u_k^R - \delta \) is optimal.

Proof We prove by contradiction. Suppose \( v_R(k) \neq v_R(k+1) \), \( v_R(k) < u_{k+1}^R - \delta \) is not possible, since a valid right reference view for segment \( s_k^R \) means \( v_R(k) \geq u_k^R - \delta \). Suppose instead \( v_R(k) > u_{k+1}^R - \delta \), or equivalently \( v_R(k) \geq u_{k+1}^R \), since \( \delta \) is the minimum virtual view spacing. If the equivalent right reference view of \( v_R(k) \) is larger than that of \( v_R(k+1) \), i.e., \( e_R(v_R(k)) > e_R(v_R(k+1)) \), then having segment \( s_k^R \) selects \( v_R(k+1) \) as right reference—valid since \( v_R(k+1) \geq u_{k+2}^R - \delta > u_{k+1}^R - \delta \)—will result in no larger total synthesized view distortion by monotonicity of reference view distance, hence \( v_R(k) = v_R(k+1) \)—a contradiction.

Suppose instead \( e_R(v_R(k)) \leq e_R(v_R(k+1)) \). If \( v_R(k) \geq u_{k+2}^R - \delta \), then segment \( s_{k+1}^R \) can select right reference view \( v_R(k) \) with no increase in total distortion by monotonicity of reference view distance—a contradiction. If \( v_R(k) < u_{k+2}^R - \delta \), then virtual views \( u_k^L, \ldots, v_R(k) \) in \( s_{k+1}^R \) can be made into a new segment \( s^R \) with \( v_R(k) \) as right reference view with no increase in total distortion. \( s^R \) has right reference \( v_R(k) \) at segment boundary—a contradiction. □

We now state the corresponding lemma for left reference views as well. The proof is similar and hence omitted.

Lemma 2 For consecutive segments \( s_k^L \) and \( s_{k+1}^L \), if left reference view of \( s_k^L \) is different from that of \( s_{k+1}^L \), i.e., \( v_L(k) \neq v_L(k+1) \), then \( v_L(k+1) = u_k^L + \delta \) is optimal.

The two lemmas effectively limit the search space of possible reference views we need to consider during optimization: from segment \( s_k^L \) to \( s_{k+1}^L \), one of the following three cases must be true: i) \( s_k^L \) and \( s_{k+1}^L \) share the same left reference view, \( i.e., v_L(k) = v_L(k+1) \); ii) \( s_k^L \) and \( s_{k+1}^L \) share the same right reference view, \( i.e., v_R(k) = v_R(k+1) \); or iii) right reference view of \( s_k^L \) is the left reference view of \( s_{k+1}^L \), \( i.e., v_R(k) = v_L(k+1) \). These three scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 3, where reference view \( v \) is plotted against virtual view \( u \). In each case, four reference views \( u_1, \ldots, u_4 \) are selected.
In Fig. 3(b), segments $s^*_1 = [u^*_1, v_1]$ and $s^*_2 = [v_1, v_2]$ share a right reference view $v_3$. In Fig. 3(c), segments $s^*_1 = [v_2, v_3]$ and $s^*_2 = [v_3, u^*_2]$ share a left reference view $v_2$. There is no sharing of left / right reference views among segments in Fig. 3(a).

Given this corollary, we now derive a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm to find the best reference views as follows. Let $\Phi(u_L, v_L, k)$ be the minimum total synthesized view distortion for virtual view range $[u_L, u_R]$, given the best left reference view (in terms of equivalent reference view distance) left of $u_L$ is $v_L$, and a budget of $k$ references is available. $\Phi(u_L, v_L, k)$ can be defined recursively as follows for the $k \geq 1$ case:

$$
\min_{v > u_L} \left\{ \min_{0 \leq \delta \leq k-1} \left[ \sum_{u_L \leq u \leq v} D^0_u(e_L(u_L), e_R(v)) + \min_{0 \leq n \leq \delta} \Psi(u_l, v_L, v, n) + \Phi(v + \delta, v_L, v, n - 1) \right] \right\}
$$

(7)

where $\{v_L, v\}_L = \arg \max_{v \in [v_L, v_R]} e_L(z)$ returns the view with the closer left equivalent reference in the pair, and $\Psi(u_L, v_L, v_R, n)$ is the minimum total synthesized view distortion for virtual view range $[u_L, u_R]$, given the best left reference view left of $u_L$ is $v_L$, and there is a budget of $n$ for left reference views. It is defined as:

$$
\min_{z \mid u_L \leq z < v_R} \left\{ \sum_{u_L \leq u \leq v} D^0_u(e_L(u_L), e_R(v_R)) + \Psi(z + \delta, v_R, v_R, n - 1) \right\}
$$

(8)

In words, (7) states that $\Phi(u_L, v_L, k)$ is the minimum of two possible choices, for all possible right reference views $v, v > u_L$:

1. Total distortion from $u_L$ to $v$ using $v_L$ and $v$ as respective left and right references, plus a recursive cost starting from virtual view $v + \delta$ with best left reference to date $\{v_L, v\}_L$.

2. Total distortion from $u_L$ to $v$ using $n$ different left reference views and $v$ as right reference view, plus a recursive cost starting from virtual view $v + \delta$.

(8), accounting for right reference view sharing, states that $\Psi(u_L, v_L, v_R, n)$ is the sum of distortion for virtual view range $[u_L, z]$ using $v_L$ and $v_R$ as left and right reference views, plus the recursive distortion cost for the remaining range $[z + \delta, v_R]$ given $v_R$ is still the right reference used, for all possible $z$.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

![Fig. 4. Comparison of empirical synthesized view distortion with our distortion model for sequences Statue and Mansion. Parameters (\(\gamma, \xi, \beta\)) used are (9, 70, 4) and (83, 300, 4), respectively.](image)

We conducted experiments to show the performance gain by synthesizing reference views in the proxies selected by our proposed DP algorithm. We used the two sequences Statue and Mansion for simulation experiments, where 51 cameras captured respective 3D scenes with uniform spacing between the cameras: 5.33mm and 10mm for Statue and Mansion, respectively [14]. During optimization, we used the following model for distortion $D^2_u(v_L, v_R)$ of synthesized view $u$ given left and right reference view $v_L$ and $v_R$:

$$
\gamma \exp \frac{v_R - v_L}{\xi} \log(1 + \beta \alpha(v_R - u) - (1 - \alpha)(u - v_L))
$$

(9)

where $\alpha = (u - v_L)/(v_R - v_L)$ and $\gamma, \xi$, and $\beta$ are parameters that depend on the particular video sequence. We can see in Fig. 4, where means square error (MSE) is plotted against synthesized view location for different pairs of left and right references, that there is a reasonably good fit between model (dotted lines) and empirical data (solid lines) for two texture-plus-depth image sequences Statue and Mansion. In the case when left and right reference views are distorted by $d_L$ and $d_R$, we used

$$
D_u(v_L, v_R, d_L, d_R) = D^2_u(v_L, v_R) + \zeta [(1 - \alpha) d_L + \alpha d_R]
$$

(10)

where, from curve fitting, we set $\zeta = 0.8$ for our experiments.

![Fig. 5. Comparison of empirical synthesized view distortion with our distortion model for sequences Statue and Mansion. Parameters (\(\gamma, \xi, \beta\)) used are (9, 70, 4) and (83, 300, 4), respectively.](image)

We now provide experimental results when $V = \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, 7\}$, $U = \{1.1 + 1/8, \ldots, 7\}$, and the range of interest is $[U_L, U_R] = [1.15, 6.25]$. Results are provided in terms of mean PSNR of virtual views within the navigation window, given the selected $M$ reference views. We compare our scheme of synthesizing $M$ virtual views as new references (DP_Syn) with the case when only camera views $V$ are available for selection, also using our DP algorithm (DP_Cam). We see in Fig. 5 that for both sequences, DP_Syn outperforms DP_Cam as the bandwidth constraint $M$ ranges from 3 to 5. In particular, DP_Syn has a maximum of 0.73dB gain in PSNR over DP_Cam. The difference is largest when $M$ is small, namely when the available bandwidth is small relative to the viewpoint samples within the navigation window. This is the situation where viewpoint re-sampling is most important.

5. CONCLUSION

During interactive free viewpoint video streaming when a server / proxy must reduce the number of reference views transmitted to a client due to bandwidth constraint, we argue that instead of simply choosing a subset of $N$ pre-encoded camera views, one can synthesize intermediate virtual views as new references to further reduced client-side synthesized view distortions. Though in general the problem of finding the optimal set of reference views to synthesize is NP-hard, we show that using an equivalent view distance assumption, the problem becomes solvable in polynomial time via a dynamic programming algorithm. Experimental results show thatthesisng reference views can improve image quality by up to 0.73dB in PSNR and outline benefits of in-network processing in interactive applications.
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